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Yeah!

I hope you're ready
for the best night of your life

I got a table, grab a cup, drink it up
till you don't know left from right

There's no other way to do it, let's go H.A.M
We will do it 'til we're stupid, to the A-M

Tell the cops don't stop the party like we're V-I-P
If you're lucky you might end up in my B-E-D.

Ooh, I'm feeling so intensified
Ooh, I hope this feeling last all night

This liquor got me stumblin' and stumblin' in here
bottles keep on tumblin' and tumlin' in here

DJ got a rumbling and rumbling in here
Everybody is stumblin', everybody is stumblin'.

Ooh, this liquor got me stumblin and stumblin in here
Ooh, everybody is stumblin, everybody is stumblin.

I know you're thirsty,
we're 'bout to take another round
jump on the floor, break it sweat,

watch your step before your body hit the ground

There's no other way to do it, let's go H.A.M.
We will do it 'til we're stupid, to the A-M

Tell the cops don't stop the party like we're V-I-P
If you're lucky you might end up in my B-E-D.

Ooh, I'm feeling so intensified
Ooh, I hope this feeling last all night

This liquor got me stumblin' and stumblin' in here
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bottles keep on tumblin' and tumlin' in here
DJ got a rumbling and rumbling in here

Everybody is stumblin', everybody is stumblin'.

Ohh, this liquor got me stumblin and stumblin in here
OHh, everybody is stumblin, everybody is stumblin.

(What you're doing?)
We're drinking like the world gonna end!

(What you're doing?)
We are buying all the bar oh yeah!

(How we party?)
Stumblin'

(How you're dancing?)
Stumblin'

(Everybody)
Stumblin',

(Everybody)
Stumblin',

This liquor got me stumblin' and stumblin' in here
bottles keep on tumblin' and tumlin' in here

DJ got a rumbling and rumbling in here
Everybody is stumblin', everybody is stumblin'.

Ooh, this liquor got me stumblin and stumblin in here
Ooh, everybody is stumblin, everybody is stumblin.
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